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Other mane of film is movie, which is a series of movable or unmovable images. This is created by
photographic image recording via camera, or by creating through using animation techniques. Art
form and industry developed the method of filmmaking. Particular cultures created films as a cultural
artifacts which reflects those cultures and in turn affect them. Films are the source of entertainment
and a strong process for education or indoctrinating citizens. To make a film is not an easy task only
with a director film cannot be successful. To make a film successful there should be presence of a
good story writer, best choreographer, musicians and singers, dialogue writer, actors, camera man,
designers of every field, producer etc. 

The making and showing of films became a source of profit almost as soon as the process was
discovered. Previous dayâ€™s film makers used to make movies based on only a particular theme and
because of lack of facilities of technologies there possessed only black and white movies. In olden
days films were not so popular as compared to todayâ€™s world. In recent generation there is a lot of
competition in this field. With the advancement of technologies many film talent, short film contest
are organized. Not only in televisions are online film contest also released in very convenient
manner. Looking at the growing interest of the people many film acting talents and reality shows are
organized in order to encourage the talents of every interested individual.

Peoples who takes up film making as there profession usually contacted to be employed but before
entering in this field every one have to give audition according to there chosen field under film.
Professional film supplement there income in directing, producing, film making and in many different
fields related to film. In UK many films are related to unions like screen actor guide, actorâ€™s equity
association, which helps to determine the minimum salaries and working condition of the members.
Due to all this reasons the value of film raises through out the world.
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